
Pressac’s wireless desk occupancy sensors accurately detect real-time presence and continually monitor desk occupancy, so you can 
monitor desk utilisation and implement smart desk and room booking. The small, discreet sensors simply stick to the underside of the 
desk and detect motion to tell you someone is present, or no longer present, within that space. They use ultra-low power wireless 
technology, so batteries typically last 3–5 years.

The occupancy data is sent wirelessly to Pressac’s smart gateway, where it's converted to industry-standard JSON and delivered to the 
AWS platform to be analysed and presented into meaningful dashboards. Workspace managers can then make informed decisions 
about their office space, from space planning to cleaning rotas, and use smart software to effectively manage desk, room and 
breakout zone usage.

Detect live presence
Access live occupancy data for demand-
controlled space booking, lighting and HVAC.

Get updates as occupancy changes
Track usage to better manage desk booking 
and cleaning.

View the live data 
The smart gateway converts sensor data to 
industry-standard JSON, making it available to 
the AWS platform for analysis.

Track utilization over time
Monitor employee workspace utilization over 
time to make better space planning decisions.

Benefits
See live desk availability, track desk usage, and understand how desks are being used for better workspace management 

The way we use workspace is changing and for many organisations some of these changes will be long term or even permanent. 
But even before the pandemic, workplaces were already changing beyond the traditional ‘office space’ as flexible working became 
the norm. The challenge now facing workplace and facilities managers is getting the balance right in their buildings. With no
precedent to model their strategy around, how do they ensure health, safety and wellbeing of staff, while still maximising 
productivity and output?

Desk Occupancy Monitoring Solution for Healthy 
Workplaces

Pressac on AWS

Detect real-time desk occupancy and get updates when occupancy 
changes

The Pressac Desk Occupancy Monitoring Solution
captures conditions in each room or zone in real time
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Features

Pressac on AWS
Our smart gateway connects directly with AWS, allowing you to effectively monitor and control your buildings. This means you can rest 
assured your connected building technology projects will run seamlessly. The sensors, gateway and software synchronise perfectly to give 
you accessible data, in turn helping you to develop energy efficient, healthy buildings.

Get started with Pressac solutions on AWS
Visit the AWS Device Catalog or www.Pressac.com/buy to purchase. 

Case Study: Matrix Booking  

Pressac on AWS  |  Environmental Monitoring Solution 

Monitors desk occupancy 
• Small, discreet sensors accurately monitor desk occupancy and send alerts when occupancy changes.

• Can also be configured to allow for short breaks away from the desk.
• Easy to install, they simply stick to the underside of the desk.
• Passive infrared (PIR) sensor detects motion within 180-degree radius to avoid detecting 
surrounding movement.

Ultra-low power, wireless technology
• Ultra-low power technology, so batteries typically last 3–5 years.
• Sensors transmit data using ultra-low power EnOcean® wireless protocol: up to 30 metres in buildings 
and 300 metres in free field.
• Smart gateway receives data from our sensors, converts it into JSON (JavaScript Object Notation) 
then sends it to AWS IoT Core via ethernet, WiFi or LTE (4G).

EnOcean 

Pressac Sensing products incorporate EnOcean® wireless technology and are fully compliant with 
EnOcean protocols. The international standard is - ISO/IEC 14543-3-10, which can be downloaded 
from www.iso.org

Challenges
Matrix Booking is an award-winning, 
workplace and visitor management 
software tool. The solution is used 
across the globe by organisations of all 
shapes and sizes to book meeting 
rooms, desks and more. They wanted 
to use real-time occupancy monitoring 
to auto check-in and cancel bookings, 
visualise available workspace (and mark 
as occupied accordingly) and create 
post-occupancy analytics. 

Solution
The Matrix Booking team tailored its 
desk and meeting room booking 
system to use live occupancy data, 
provided by the integrated sensors, to 
accurately view when a desk or 
workspace is occupied and when it 
becomes vacant. The team were able 
to easily fit Pressac’s wireless desk 
occupancy sensors across each floor of 
the building to capture live data and 
collect ongoing workspace occupancy 
data for analysis. 

Results
Matrix Booking is perfectly positioned 
to support the post-COVID-19 world, 
as workspace management becomes 
an integral part of business operations. 
Their product will help organisations to 
control and limit space usage, receive 
breached threshold alerts and 
reporting for compliance and sanitising.

Solution Brief
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https://devices.amazonaws.com/detail/a3G0h0000076vQlEAI/Pressac-EnOcean-Gateway-ELW
http://www.pressac.com/buy

